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Born again from the ashes of the former Hungaria Bath and Continental Hotel, combines traditional hospitality and the expectations of the 21st century. Our aim in developing Continental Hotel Budapest****Superior was to create a green oasis for guests where the stresses and the noise of the big city can be totally left behind the minute they enter the hotel, completed with relaxation and entertainment possibilities.
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                Watch our video!
            

        

    

    
    
        
            

            
                A unique discount in Continental:

                What do you need to do to get our unique promotional code?

                There are 3 easy steps to follow and we will send you our unique code via email:
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            Rooms

            The building represents a remarkable and exclusive style created from Art Nouveau and modern interior design elements, in the city centre of Budapest. Our four starred 272-room hotel features a diverse range of rooms; in addition to the standard rooms we offer deluxe and executive rooms and 13 suites, with some featuring their own balconies.
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            Events

            To guarantee a perfect venue for conferences and business meetings each of the conference rooms of the hotel are supplied by natural day light, feature air-conditioning and state-of-the art audiovisual technology. The total capacity of the five soundproof conference rooms is sufficient for up to 300 people.

            Explore
        

    

    
        
Wellness

The rooftop wellness of the hotel is the perfect place to enjoy a little relaxation after exploring the city.
 - Indoor pool and seasonal outdoor pool
- Finnish and infra sauna
- Massage

Explore

    

    
        
Dining

The hotel’s exceptional ARAZ Restaurant seats 120 people and offers a wide selection of dishes. The menu combines international and Hungarian delicacies. The Gallery Café, with Corporate Lounge located above the faithfully restored main entrance, is a popular haunt for social occasions.

Explore
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                Please visit our other hotels as well!
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            	FAQ
	Privacy & Security
	GDPR


            Address: H-1074 Budapest, Dohány utca 42-44.
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